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Guiding Questions

• What is competency-based education? What isn’t it? 

• Why should we change the system of learning? 

• What policies are needed to catalyze CBE? 

• What does CBE look like in practice?

• What resources are available to guide transformation 

toward CBE?
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Definition of Competency-Based Education

1. Students are empowered daily to make 

important decisions about their learning 

experiences, how they will create and 

apply knowledge, and how they will 

demonstrate their learning

2. Assessment is a meaningful, positive, and 

empowering learning experience for 

students that yields timely, relevant, and 

actionable evidence
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Definition of Competency-Based Education

3. Students receive timely, differentiated 

support based on their individual learning 

needs

4. Students progress based on evidence of 

mastery, not seat time

5. Students learn actively using different 

pathways and varied pacing
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Definition of Competency-Based Education

6. Strategies to ensure equity for all students 

are embedded in the culture, structure, and 

pedagogy of schools and education systems

7. Rigorous, common expectations for learning 

(knowledge, skills, and dispositions) are 

explicit, transparent, measurable, and 

transferable
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Districts and Schools Turn to Competency-
Based Education for Many Reasons

• Equity

• Make sure all students learn

• Deeper learning

• More personalized opportunities

• Global competitiveness

• Flaws of the traditional system

• Responding to the COVID-19 pandemic
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Personalized learning is tailoring 

learning for each student’s strengths, 

needs, and interests – including 

enabling student voice and choice in 

what, how, when, and where they 

learn – to provide flexibility and 

supports to ensure mastery of the 

highest standards possible.
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Competency-Based Education State Policy 2012
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Competency-Based Education State Policy 2019
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What Policies Are Needed To 
Catalyze Competency-Based 
Education?
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State Policy Entry Points to Create and Support 
Personalized, Competency-Based Systems
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States Getting Started
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Status of States with Graduate Profiles  

States with a statewide 

Profile of a Graduate

States with a regional 

Profile of a Graduate

States developing a 

statewide Profile of a 

Graduate



Examples of a State Profile of a Graduate 
Utah, Virginia, & Vermont
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Examples of State and Regional Profile of a Graduate 
South Carolina, Michigan, & New Mexico
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Common Themes 

in State Graduate 

Profiles
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Knowledge and Content 

Mastery (ELA, Math, Science, 

Etc)

Soft Skills (Critical Thinking, 
Collaboration, Communication, 

Creativity)

Career Exploration 

Knowledge and Content 

Mastery (ELA, Math, Science, 

Etc.)

Habits of Success (Critical 
Thinking, Collaboration, 

Communication, Creativity)

Career Exploration 



Innovation Zones: Policy Flexibility to 
Reimagine and Modernize K-12 Education
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25 states currently authorize 
an Innovation Zone. 



Innovation Zones: New Hampshire

● In 2021, New Hampshire passed 

legislation that allows multiple schools in 

a district or an individual district to 

become an innovation school or 

innovation zone, respectively, with 

approval from the state board of 

education. 

● The legislation allows flexibility on 

policies such as the length of the school 

day or school year, student promotion, 

and graduation policies. 

● The new law also encourages schools to 

engage students and families and solicit 

their support to become an innovation 

school. 
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http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/bill_status/billText.aspx?sy=2021&id=280&txtFormat=pdf&v=current


Innovation Zones: South Carolina

● South Carolina legislation allows a school 

board to apply to the State Board of 

Education to allow multiple schools in a 

district to be designated as a School of 

Innovation.

● A designation of “school of innovation” 

allows districts to have exemptions from 

specific statutes and regulations, but a 

district may not designate all schools in the 

district as schools of innovation. 
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https://www.scstatehouse.gov/sess124_2021-2022/bills/3589.htm


Credit Flexibility / Multiple Pathways 
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● North Dakota Senate Bill 2196 provides 

flexibility to instructional and graduation 

requirements in hopes of advancing student-

centered learning.

● North Dakota House Bill 1478 allows 

certain alternative education opportunities 

outside the classroom to count toward 

course credit. This policy opportunity has 

increased pathways and enabled more 

student-centered practice.

North Dakota

https://www.legis.nd.gov/assembly/67-2021/bill-actions/ba2196.html
https://www.legis.nd.gov/assembly/67-2021/bill-actions/ba2196.html
https://www.legis.nd.gov/assembly/67-2021/documents/21-0643-08000.pdf
https://www.legis.nd.gov/assembly/67-2021/documents/21-0643-08000.pdf


States Moving Forward
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Building Capacity for Competency-
Based Education

● In 2019, Washington’s HB 1599

established a task force to identify 

barriers to mastery-based learning 

(MBL) and propose recommendations 

to increase capacity for a MBL 

pathway to a diploma.

● The workgroup, comprised of 

members cross-sector, explores ways 

to increase student access to relevant 

and robust mastery-based academic 

pathways aligned to personal career 

and postsecondary goals. 
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Washington State

https://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?BillNumber=1599&Year=2019


“Graduation Must Depend on Learning, Not Time”

The overdue case for competency-based education

By Morcease Beasley, Alberto Carvalho, William Hite, Jesus Jara, Monica Goldson & Jerry Almendarez

October 12, 2021

“...The students we serve cannot afford to have an empty-

promise diploma. All students deserve to graduate with a 

credential that has real value in the changing economy, no 

matter their plans after high school…

Achieving real equity in education does not mean all 

kids learn the same things at the same pace, but, at a 

minimum, equity dictates all kids get the support they need 

to be educated for success in life after high school.” 
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https://www.edweek.org/leadership/opinion-graduation-must-depend-on-learning-not-

time/2021/10?utm_source=nl&utm_medium=eml&utm_campaign=eu&M=64175533&U=3760&UUID=68c36bbe5273cca33d89115a

ca4ed77e

https://www.edweek.org/leadership/opinion-graduation-must-depend-on-learning-not-time/2021/10?utm_source=nl&utm_medium=eml&utm_campaign=eu&M=64175533&U=3760&UUID=68c36bbe5273cca33d89115aca4ed77e


What Does Competency-Based 
Education Look Like in Practice?
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Mastery-Based Education
The Young Women’s Leadership School of Astoria
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Our journey 
implementing 
competency 
or mastery-based 
learning

2006

2008

1-2-3-4  Scale 
(Students earned two grades for each 

class: a content-specific skills grade and 
a work habits grade.)  

NY - MS - ES 
Scale

Individual Teacher 
Create Outcomes
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2010

2008 Department Outcomes

Example: 

History Outcome: Analyzing primary 
sources 

Science Outcome: Using reference 
tables to answer a scientific question 

2012

Schoolwide “Shared” 
21st Century Outcomes

(Competencies)  Our journey implementing 
competency 
or mastery-based learning
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2014

2015

School-wide “shared” 
outcomes 

AND 
Departmental outcome 

targets 

6-12 “spiraled” 
rubrics for each 
outcome target 

2012

Our journey implementing 
competency 
or mastery-based learning
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2019

2021

Using student work and student 
input to revise rubrics

Department teams working towards 
meeting two year-long goals related 

to mastery implementation.

2015

Our journey 
implementing 
competency 
or mastery-based 
learning
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What a 
“report card” 
looks like at 
TYWLS of Astoria

Sample Student Mastery Transcript on Jumpro.pe

Outcome

Target  

Rating for 

that 

Outcome

Target 

“Shared”

Outcome

Within an outcome target, students either earn either an 

Exceeds Standards (ES),  Meets Standards (MS),  or “Not Yet” (NY).  

ES = student is performing this skill at above grade level

MS = student is performing this skill at grade level

NY = student has “not yet” performed this skill at grade level 
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Sample piece of 
evidence with 
teacher feedback 
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Student-
centered learning 
and
assessment 

Student-led conferences 

Students generate their 

own evidence to 

demonstrate mastery  

Self-Assessments 
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A student’s 
journey with
mastery-based
learning 

2010-2016
K-5th Grade

2016
6th Grade 2017

7th Grade

Attended a charter 
school with a 1-2-3-4 

grading scale 

My first year at TYWLS of 
Astoria and in a 

“mastery” school. 
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A student’s 
journey with
mastery-based
learning 

2018-
8th Grade

2019-
9th Grade

Mastery-based 
learning helped me find 

success on state 
exams! 

Started 
Freshman Year! 
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A student’s 
journey with
mastery-based
learning 

2020-
10th Grade

2021-
11th Grade
(Present)

Online learning + 
Became a 

Mastery Ambassador

Detailed rubrics help 
with AP classes! 

Mastery 
Based 
Learning 
prepares me 
for college!



And the journey continues for both 
TYWLS of Astoria and Trianne. 

We can’t wait to see what happens next! 



Q&A
Please type your questions in 

the chat box.
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What Resources Are Available to 
Guide Transformation Toward 
Competency-Based Education?
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Aurora Institute Resources
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Aurora Institute Blogs
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Practice Resources
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Practice Resources
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Q&A
Please type your questions in 

the chat box.
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Thank you for joining us!

Please share your thoughts.
Participate in our 1-minute poll.

Click on link in Chat Box.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Aurora_10-27_CBE

